Rules
MINICOM'S 2019
New generation!
ARTICLE 1- COMPETITION AND COMPOSITION OF THE DELEGATION
"Minicom's" is a national competition for individual and team detection of committees or leagues, by
registration, with a priority of participation given to the committees of the leagues Centre - Val de Loire, Ile
de France, Pays de La Loire and Brittanny.
- A full delegation consists of 3 boys players and two or three girls players, a referee (made available to the
JA), two coaches and possibly a separate delegation manager from the coaches. Any other person (logistical
escort, support ingper, etc.) is not considered to be part of the delegation.
- In order to give Minicom's another dimension, foreign delegations will be able to participate in this
competition.
Players will have to match the following categories:
- 3 boys: a B2, a B1, a P
- 2 girls: (a B2 and a B1) or (a B2 and a P) or (a B1 and a P)
- If 3 girls: a B2, a B1, a P
Notes: There is an option to outperform a player (boy or girl) when registering delegations (put a B1 in B2 or
a P in B1 or B2). Players (boys or girls) will be placed in individual tables in their actual age category within
the limits of the places listed in this regulation and with the following order of priority:
- Players without an upgrade in the delegation's registration for the relevant category are placed first in the
list of a table.
- The list is supplemented by players (boys or girls) who have been registered with an upgrade in the order of
the youngest to the oldest for the category concerned.
- Finally, at the request of a delegation, and without deviating from the registration limits set for each table, a
player (boy or girl) may be placed in a table of a category above his or her actual age category, this in the
player's sporting interest or of the player concerned.

- A delegation cannot engage only in boys or girls: The team event is mixed.
- Delegations must organize themselves ahead of registration set sains to present a full team. An outside
player (boy or girl) (licensed in another committee or league) is licensed per team.
ARTICLE 2 - DIFED DÉROULEMENTS
- The competition starts with the individual events (2 half-days) and then the team events (1 day and a half).
ARTICLE 3: INDIVIDUAL TABLES
- Tables A, D, E and H are limited to 24 participants and tables B, C, G and F are limited to 48 players.
- Each player is entered in 2 tables according to the following distributions
A: P Boys

B: P and Benjamins 1 Boys

C: Benjamins 1 and 2 Boys

D: Benjamins 2 Boys

E: P Girls

F:P Girls and Benjamines 1 Girls

G: Benjamines 1 and 2 Girls H: Benjamines 2 Girls
NB: Each registered player plays in the tables corresponding to his year of birth except in case of overranking by his structure to the conditions explained in Article 1.
Tables A/D/E/H will be played on a "double KO" table formula
Tables B/C/F/G will be played on a "pools of 3" formula (2 qualified per pool) and then the final knockout
table. (TED KO). In case of an incomplete list, it can be formed of pool of 4, always qualifying 2 people for
the final table.
- In all tables, the order of value is based on the ranking points in the last known intermediate ranking.
- Pooling is done by a "block" draw.
- For double KO tables All players(girls ans boys) are placed in the main draw by plate draw.

-The placement of players out of the pools to the knockout board is done in such a way that, as far as
possible, 2 players from the same delegation cannot meet in the first full round of the table.
EXPLANATION OF THE FORMULA OF THE "DOUBLE KO" TABLES
- Each of the four "double KO" tables is double-entry. It is actually made up of two tables: "the main table"
and "the draft table."

- The principle is that a player is eliminated only after two defeats. A 1st loss in the main draw and then a
second loss in the draft table.
- The losers of the first round (1/16th) are reclassified as (1/8th) of the draft table, and then in each round of
the main table the losers enter the corresponding places of the draft table.
Examples: if I lose in 1/8th of the main table, I am reclassified to 1/8th of the draft table. If I lose in the semifinals of the main draw I am reclassified in the semi-finals of the draft table.
- The final of the main table determines the 1st and 2nd place.
- The final of the draft table determines the 3rd place.
ARTICLE 5 - FORMULE BY EQUIPES
24 delegations or teams in 1 table
The composition of the teams is 3 boys and 2 girls
For the establishment of the meeting sheet, the team's compositions are as follows:
- A group of 2 Girls in A/B/C and R/S/T
- A group of 3 Boys in D/E/F and X/Y/Z
- The girl on the sheet with the highest ranking is placed in A or R
- The girlon the sheet with the lowest ranking is placed in B or S
- The boy on the sheet with the highest ranking is placed in D or X
- Free placement for the other 2 players in the "boys" group
In the event that a delegation has 3 girls, it is possible to put the 3rd girl on the match sheet in accordance
with the rules of composition: it will be the 2nd girl in the r ranking who will have one of the following 2
possibilities:

- Register the 3rd girl in C or T as soon as the meeting sheet is established to allow her to do the double girl.
- Do not register it in C or T, but integrate it into the "boys" group in the right place according to its ranking.
The match sheet breaks down into 5 singles and 2 doubles depending on the order of the following parts
ABC/RST Double
Double DEF / XYZ

Single D/X
Simple A/R
Simple E/Y
Simple B/S
Simple F/Z
All the games are played. A team can be incomplete.
ARTICLE 6 - RECOMPENSES
The first 3 of the 2 team tables and the 8 individual tables will be rewarded with official podiums. Butterfly,
partner of the event, also awards additional rewards.
ARTICLE 7 - ARBITRATION
The parties will be refereed by the arbitrators provided by the delegations. They will be complemented by
those of the organization as well as by the players.
The winner of the game will sign the game sheet and the referee will bring the card and the ball back to the
Referees' Manager's table.
Both players take their information ticket from the referee after each part of the individual table.
Non-player referees as well as span referees may be scheduled depending on the organizer's possibilities for
the individual event.
Each delegation has an obligation to provide an arbitrator.
ARTICLE 8 - EVENTUL MODIFICATIONS
Depending on the number of registrations, this regulation can be arranged in the interest of young people and
for the smooth running of the event. Any changes will be made in consultation with the delegations, on the
decision of the Appeal Jury composed of 3 persons referents of the organising committee, the Referee Judge,
the CTN (Nicolas METAIREAU) or one of its representatives whom it has appointed and the competition
coordinator (Bruno SIMON).
ARTICLE 9 - LIGUES FUSION
If a league wants to hire a delegation, it can only be made up of players from only two different committees.

